Application of the noise power spectrum in modern diagnostic MDCT: part II. Noise power spectra and signal to noise.
Balancing dose and image quality requires signal-to-noise (SNR) metrics which incorporate both the variance and the spatial frequency characteristics of noise. In this study, the non-prewhitening matched filter SNR metric is calculated for 2 mm slices of a 1 cm diameter sphere under three different conditions: (1) constant pixel standard deviation, (2) constant dose and (3) constant reconstruction filter. For the constant pixel standard deviation condition, an increase of 260% in SNR was found with increasing filter sharpness. For constant dose, the SNR remained level for smooth to medium filters, then declined by up to 55% with increasing filter sharpness. For a constant reconstruction filter, the SNR increased with dose, but not as high as photon statistics would predict. However, when structured noise was removed from the noise power spectrum, the SNR did vary with quanta statistics. These results offer protocol design guidance for low-frequency-dominated objects.